Affton's AICA is Against the South County Connector, Tells Highways and Traffic Director in Letter

The deadline for public comment on the draft Environmental Impact Study is Friday, July 19.

Posted by Doug Miner (Editor), July 18, 2013 at 11:21 pm

The Affton Community Involvement Association (AICA), currently led by Larry Stone, has come out against a 4-lane road between Maplewood and Shrewsbury known as the South County Connector.

Stone wrote a letter to John Hicks, director of the St. Louis County Department of Highways and Traffic, and provided it to Patch as well.
The Affton Community Involvement Association is a faith-based organization sponsored by the parishes of St. Dominic Savio and Seven Holy Founders Catholic churches. Our mission is to "Address Community Concerns through Faith-based Involvement."

As relates to the proposal to construct the South County Connector, we have done the following:

- Monitored the proposal since its inception
- Attended meetings where details of this project were available for questions and viewing by the public
- Reviewed the draft Environmental Impact Study
- Weighed the County's perceived benefit of the proposal
- Assessed the impact of the Connector on the communities of Maplewood, Shrewsbury and most especially the unincorporated community of Affton.

Having taken all of the aforesaid steps, it is the consensus of the membership of the Affton Community Involvement Association that no local, state or federal monies be spent on construction of the South County Connector for these reasons:

- Adequate justification has not been made supporting the perceived need by St. Louis County for this project.
- There is clear evidence that the selected path of construction would have definitive negative impact on two municipalities and our unincorporated area of St. Louis County.
- The cost to taxpayers (no matter the funding source) for an unjustifiable project like this is a waste of taxpayer dollars.

If local, state or federal dollars do become available for road projects, it is the preference of the Affton Community Involvement Association that said dollars would be better spent to address the replacement of the myriad of existing decaying bridge infrastructure that dots the landscape.

We appreciate the opportunity to provide written commentary on the matter of the South County Connector.

Sincerely, Larry C. Stone, Acting Chairman, Affton Community Involvement Association
Johann Aff July 20, 2013 at 04:34 pm
For anybody supposedly representing Affton to throw his fellow Afftonians who commute under the bus like that is just unpardonable. I'll never set foot in SHF or St. Dominic's again. I wish Mr. Stone could ride along with me to my morning commute through Shrewsbury one day. JUST ONCE! But it probably wouldn't make any difference to him. He obviously has other agenda than getting people to work in a safe, efficient and timely manner.
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**What People Are Saying**

**GHutch**
Since the St Louis County Government FAILED to give adequate notice about proposed p...
No Stopping HUD Senior Complex... in Government

**GHutch**
I have lived in Affton for 16 years, my son graduated from Affton H.S. What I like a...
Another Affton Business Goes t... in Business

**GHutch**
Yes the Rolling Stone went to far.
Did Rolling Stone Go Too Far? in Speak Out

**Michelle White**
**P-Chak**
Patty is amazing!!!! I could not believe what a beautiful job she did for the Seussi...
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**concerned**
Then come to find out these men are making upwards of 80k plus per year when the aver...
Affton Community Leader: Affto... in Business

**concerned**
The pro and con to these articles I believe are true but for the Affton community we ...
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**Sabrina**
Does anyone have any knowledge on the advantages and/or disadvantages of being uninco...
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**Who's Blogging?**

**Barb Steen**
Barb Steen's thoughts and ruminations
Read Barb Steen's blog »
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